Poems of the sea . Piano
Ernest Bloch (1880-1959)

Date: 1922
Note: Réunit : "Waves" ; "Chanty" ; "At sea". - Date de composition : 1922
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Editions of this work

partitions | enregistrements

partitions (1)

→ Poems of the sea
   a cycle of three pieces for piano
   Material description: 23 p. : couv. orn. ; 31 cm
   Note: Réunit : "Waves" ; "Chanty" ; "At sea". - Date de composition : "Cleveland July 2-11, 1922"
   Compositeur: Ernest Bloch (1880-1959)
   Ancien possesseur: Romain Rolland (1866-1944)
   Link: catalogue

enregistrements (1)

→ Symphony in C sharp minor ; Poems of the sea
   Material description: 1 disque compact (1 h 08 min 26 s) : DDD
   Note: Réunit : "Waves" ; "Chanty" ; "At sea". - Date de composition : "Cleveland July 2-11, 1922"
   Compositeur: Ernest Bloch (1880-1959)
   Direction d'orchestre: Dalia Atlas
   Orchestre: London symphony orchestra
   Link: catalogue
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Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb14844221d
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